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ACROSS
1. (Scotland) A small loaf or roll of soft

bread.
4. A South African plant of the genus

Othonna having smooth often fleshy
leaves and heads of yellow flowers.

11. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
15. A member of the Shoshonean people of

Utah and Colorado and New Mexico.
16. A city of southeastern Pennsylvania on

the Delaware river (an industrial sub-
urb of Philadelphia).

17. A river that rises in western New
Mexico and flows westward through
southern Arizona to become a tribu-
tary of the Colorado River.

18. A boy or man.
19. Grow teeth.
21. Capable of being corrupted.
23. A drug combination found in some

over-the-counter headache remedies
(Aspirin and Phenacetin and Caffeine).

24. (of a young animal) Abandoned by its
mother and raised by hand.

25. The branch of computer science that
deal with writing computer programs
that can solve problems creatively.

29. According to the Old Testament he was
a pagan king of Israel and husband of
Jezebel (9th century BC).

33. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked
on a skewer usually with vegetables.

34. Not causing or capable of causing
harm.

38. A metric unit of volume equal to one
thousandth of a liter.

41. Containing or involving or occurring in
the form of ions.

42. Utter a high-pitched cry, characteristic
of pigs.

45. An organization of countries formed in
1961 to agree on a common policy for
the sale of petroleum.

47. Goods (or wreckage) on the sea bed
that is attached to a buoy so that it can
be recovered.

49. An informal term for a father.
51. A city in southeastern South Korea.
52. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug

(trade names Acular and Toradol) that
is administered only intramuscularly.

54. Noisy talk.
56. (informal) `johnny' was applied as a

nickname for Confederate soldiers by
the Federal soldiers in the American
Civil War.

57. A courteous manner that respects
accepted social usage.

59. A Russian river.
61. United States cartoonist who created a

sarcastic comic strip (born in 1929).
63. Small evergreen subshrubs of North

America.
68. A public promotion of some product

or service.
69. Free from duties or responsibilities.
72. A lawman concerned with narcotics

violations.
73. An ugly evil-looking old woman.
75. An ancient region of southern Greece

in the southeastern Peloponnesus.
76. Very dark black.
77. A doctor's degree in dental medicine.
78. Having few if any teeth.
79. A ridge of sand created by the wind.

DOWN
1. A modified bud consisting of a thickened

globular underground stem serving as
a reproductive structure.

2. Essential oil or perfume obtained from
flowers.

3. A tricycle (usually propelled by ped-
alling).

4. The cardinal number that is the sum of
seven and one.

5. 100 thebe equal 1 pula.
6. The bottom of a shoe or boot.
7. Relating to bone or to the skeleton.
8. Last or greatest in an indefinitely large

series.
9. A condition requiring relief.
10. A colorless and odorless inert gas.
11. Gone by.
12. English theoretical physicist who

applied relativity theory to quantum
mechanics and predicted the existence
of antimatter and the positron (1902-
1984).

13. The 1st letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
14. An artistic form of nonverbal communi-

cation.
20. Presence of excess lipids in the blood.
22. A small cake leavened with yeast.
26. A college town in central New York on

Lake Cayuga.
27. A river in north central Switzerland that

runs northeast into the Rhine.
28. A town in central Belgium.
30. Pertaining to or near the sun.
31. A city in northwestern Syria.
32. Imperial dynasty that ruled China

(most of the time) from 206 BC to 221
and expanded its boundaries and
developed its bureaucracy.

35. To come or go into.
36. The action of an armed force that sur-

rounds a fortified place and isolates it
while continuing to attack.

37. Of inferior or mixed breed.
39. A polyvalent metallic element that

resembles chromium and tungsten in
its properties.

40. A doctor's degree in education.
43. A group of southern Bantu languages.
44. The civil and religious leader of a

Muslim state.
46. The cry made by sheep.
48. A streamlined enclosure for an aircraft

engine.
50. Painful or difficult urination.
53. Read anew.
55. An Indian unit of length having differ-

ent values in different localities.
58. A passage by which a bodily fluid

(especially blood) is diverted from one
channel to another.

60. Having had the bones removed.
62. Mild yellow Dutch cheese made in

balls.
64. Made of fir or pine.
65. (Babylonian) God of wisdom and agri-

culture and patron of scribes and
schools.

66. Extremely robust.
67. An inflammatory disease involving the

sebaceous glands of the skin.
70. Water frozen in the solid state.
71. A male human offspring.
74. A ductile silvery-white ductile ferro-

magnetic trivalent metallic element of
the rare earth group.
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Yesterday’s Solution

This is a time that choices you make concerning your living situation
could leave you in a bind. Think long and hard before you act and look for alternate
solutions to any problems you are dealing with. You may feel isolated and as if you
are not getting the support you need now. A desire for a social life may come over
you. Be sure to choose your company wisely. Remember when it comes to friends,
quantity is never better than quality. Good times could go south quickly this
evening if you make the wrong selection of company. Try to clear your mind and
make an attempt to connect with one of your longtime true friends this evening. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

There are times when you look in the mirror and you really like what
you see. Today is the day for that. You may not only like what you see but you tru-
ly like who you are. Your better qualities are shining through today. You may find
you have a special bond today with an older person in your life. You are able to
enjoy spending some time with this person and even see them as a mentor. This is
a great time for socializing with friends and sharing experiences. This could be a
very enlightening time for you. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

A feeling of peace and stability should come over you today. You
have made wise decisions and feel really good about yourself and the position in
life you find yourself to be in. You wish to be free of a feeling of want that haunts
you. Acquiring material possessions should satisfy this craving. A shopping trip
may be in order. Retail therapy can never hurt. You will enjoy spending your time
with a group of friends this evening. Smiles and laughter are to come. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Your energy level is through the roof today. There is also a lot of
energy and behind your words and thoughts. Your mind is sharp, but your tongue
may be sharper. Conflict could arise from the what you say, and how you say it to
others. Frustration may set in when you find an obstacle in your path today. Use
this high energy to leap right over it on to the next project. Use this energy in a
positive manner and you will find this to be an extremely productive day. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You have set your focus on providing a strong foundation for your
family life. You crave security and the one that will be by your side for a lifetime.
You find yourself in a serious mood where deep conversation and planning will
help to insure the stability you crave. You are serious about your future and who
you want to spend it with. The seeds you plant today will develop the roots of
the reward you seek. You are focused and determined to lead a healthy, happy
life. You make your health a priority now, a gym membership, meal planning, or
making plans to exercise as team, is where your focus is. This is great start to
making your plans a reality. You know exactly what you want, and you will make
it happen. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You long to be the center of attention. This is a driving force that
keeps your ambition and dreams strong. This could be a very romantic time in
your life. Someone close to you may tend to express great admiration and strong
feelings for you. You may feel as if you are being put on a pedestal and this will
satisfy all that you have been longing for. You may find this feeling puts you in a
dreamy state. A time that is difficult to focus. You may be feeling as you are float-
ing on air. You have long craved this type of attention and once you experience it
others may find it difficult to bring you back down to Earth. Libra, you are on top
of the world. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You may find it difficult to communicate with your superiors or
someone in authority. Not everyone has the same views and thoughts concerning
issues that present themselves to you today. You can be right or you can be hap-
py. Choose happiness today and let someone have their way. Your energy is best
spent concentrating on your family. This would be a great evening to spend some
time with your siblings or neighbors. A good laugh and the support only you can
receive from them is what you need. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

To whom are you listening? If all the people around you are saying
what you want to hear, you may want to change venues. New acquaintances may
give you the insight you need. You don’t grow if you only listen to those who agree
with you. You want to be challenged. That can only happen if you listen to people
whose ideas and opinions are different from yours. You may have to seek them out.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You may find yourself focusing on that which intrigues you. Seems
you find broadening your horizons as a priority. You are seeking answers. You
have a yearning to broaden the horizons and want to gain as much knowledge as
possible. Pisces, you want to be in touch with the universe on a grander scale.
You are full of curiosity. Travel and furthering your education may be two
avenues that would assist you in accomplishing these goals.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You seem drawn to all that is romantic. Social relationships seem to
fall into place and become routine for you. You find yourself at the same little
hangout, with the same friends, night after night and you begin to feel comfort in
this routine. Music will play a comforting role in your life now and this may be
why you enjoy the time spent winding down in the evenings. You may find your-
self feelings as if you want to satisfy a need for acquiring material possessions.
You work hard, and you are beginning to want to spoil yourself with the finer
things in life. Don’t be surprised if you find yourself at the dealership wanting to
upgrade your ride. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

It may seem as if the stars are shining down on you. Everything seems
to work in your favor. People are starting to take notice of all which makes you
unique and different. Some may find you quite eccentric. You may find someone
close to you seems to really understand the way you choose to express yourself.
This support is much appreciated and gives quite a boost to your self esteem. 

You are experiencing a great time of peace in your world. You are
stable and your emotions are at an all time high. You may find much comfort in
music. Popping those headphones in your ears seems to make you more produc-
tive, rather than distracted. You may find this is a time of great material gain in
your life. You have worked hard and believe you deserve the best this world has
to offer. It is a great time for you to spoil yourself. Enjoy some of the luxuries life
has to offer. 


